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System of Arrangement
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Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2013-1220-S are a systematically processed body of documents from the files of Donald P. Gregg, who served as an adviser on the staff of Vice President Bush’s Office of National Security Affairs.

The Staff and Office Files contain correspondence, press releases, printed material, reports, and speeches pertaining to varying national security issues and U.S. relations with various countries around the world.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2013-1220-S.

Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

National Security Affairs, Office of
Gregg, Donald P., Files–Subject Files
- ABM Treaty [OA/ID 19852]
- Aircraft Carrier Issue [OA/ID 19852]
- Air Force, Department of the [OA/ID 19852]
- Air Force, Department of the: General Gabriel [OA/ID 19852]
- Air Force, Department of the: Nellis Air Force Base/Red Flag [OA/ID 19852]
- Air Force, Department of the: Air Force Academy Graduation [OA/ID 19852]
- Air Force II [OA/ID 19852]
- Ali, Muhammad [OA/ID 19852]
- American Jewish Strategy [1] [OA/ID 19852]
- American Jewish Strategy [2] [OA/ID 19852]
- Americares [OA/ID 19852]
- Americares: Americares – Mozambique [OA/ID 19852]
- ANZUS Council [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Transfer [OA/ID 19852]
- Army, Department of the [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [1] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [2] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [3] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [4] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [5] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [6] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control [7] [OA/ID 19852]
- Arms Control: Ambassador Richard Burt [OA/ID 19852]
- ASAT [OA/ID 19853]
- Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) [OA/ID 19853]
- AWACS [1] [OA/ID 19853]
- AWACS [2] [OA/ID 19853]
- AWACS [3] [OA/ID 19853]
- Beyond War [OA/ID 19853]
- Boland Amendment [OA/ID 19853]
- Book Reports [OA/ID 19853]
- Bush Family [OA/ID 19853]
- Burdensharing [OA/ID 19853]
- Cables [1] [OA/ID 19853]
- Cables [2] [OA/ID 19853]
- Campaign 1984 – Debate Material Debate Transcript [OA/ID 19853]
- Campaign 1984 – National Security Issues Reagan Record [1] [OA/ID 19853]
Campaign 1984 - National Security Issues Reagan Record: Debate Issues Papers [OA/ID 19853]
Campaign 1984 - Reelection Thank you Letters [1] [OA/ID 19853]
Campaign 1984 - Reelection Thank you Letters [2] [OA/ID 19853]
Campaign 1988 [OA/ID 19853]
Campaign 1988 - Thank you letters [empty] [OA/ID 19853]
Caribbean Basin Initiative [OA/ID 19853]
Central America [OA/ID 19853]
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) [1] [OA/ID 19853]
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) [2] [OA/ID 19853]
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) [3] [OA/ID 19853]
Chemical/Biological Weapons [1] [OA/ID 19854]
Chemical/Biological Weapons [2] [OA/ID 19854]
Chemical Weapons [OA/ID 19854]
Civil Defense [OA/ID 19854]
Civilian-Military Institute (CMI) [OA/ID 19854]
Coast Guard [OA/ID 19854]
Compliance [OA/ID 19854]
Conference on Free Elections [OA/ID 19854]
Congressional [1] [OA/ID 19854]
Congressional [2] [OA/ID 19854]
Contra Aid [OA/ID 19854]
Council of the Americas [OA/ID 19854]
Covert Action [OA/ID 19854]
Cranks [OA/ID 19854]
Crank Letters etc. [OA/ID 19854]
Crisis Management [OA/ID 19854]
CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe) [OA/ID 19854]
Cuban Haitian Task Force [OA/ID 19854]
Daily Reports [OA/ID 19854]
Deep Cuts Proposal [OA/ID 19854]
Defense, Department of - 1985 [OA/ID 19854]
Defense Department - 1988 [OA/ID 19854]
Defense, Department of - 1984 [1] [OA/ID 19854]
Defense, Department of - 1984 [2] [OA/ID 19854]
Defense, Department of - 1983 [OA/ID 19854]
Defense, Department of (Budget) [OA/ID 19855]
Defense, Department of - 1981 [1] [OA/ID 19855]
Defense, Department of - 1981 [2] [OA/ID 19855]
Defense, Department of - 1982 [OA/ID 19855]
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) [OA/ID 19855]
Defense Procurement [OA/ID 19855]
Democracy Initiative [OA/ID 19855]
Domestic Policy/Campaign Issues [OA/ID 19855]
East - West [OA/ID 19855]
ELF (Extremely Low Frequency Communications) [OA/ID 19855]
Energy [OA/ID 19855]
Emergency Mobilization Preparedness Board (EMPB) [OA/ID 19855]
Embassy Security [OA/ID 19855]
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) [OA/ID 19855]
Federalism Initiative [OA/ID 19855]
Executive Order 12065 [OA/ID 19855]
Luncheon Issues with the President [OA/ID 19858]
Marine Corps [OA/ID 19858]
Maritime [1] [OA/ID 19858]
Maritime [2] [OA/ID 19858]
Mass Immigration Emergency Plan [OA/ID 19858]
Maybank Amendment [OA/ID 19858]
MBFR [Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions] [OA/ID 19858]
Military Assistant/Aide to the Vice President [1] [OA/ID 19858]
Military Assistant/Aide to the Vice President [2] [OA/ID 19858]
Military Assistant/Aide to the Vice President: Paperwork for military aides [OA/ID 19858]
Military Assistant/Aide to the Vice President [3] [OA/ID 19858]
Military Exercises [OA/ID 19858]
Mitchell – Jewish Defense League Case [1] [OA/ID 19859]
Mitchell – Jewish Defense League Case [2] [OA/ID 19859]
MODE (Monitoring of Overseas Direct Employment) [OA/ID 19859]
Monroe Doctrine [OA/ID 19859]
MX [1] [OA/ID 19859]
MX [2] [OA/ID 19859]
National Association of Arab-Americans (NAAA) [OA/ID 19859]
NASA – Space [1] [OA/ID 19859]
NASA – Space [2] [OA/ID 19859]
National Defense University [OA/ID 19859]
National Security Affairs – OVP [OA/ID 19859]
National Security Council [1] [OA/ID 19859]
National Security Council [2] [OA/ID 19859]
NATO [1] [OA/ID 19859]
NATO [2] [OA/ID 19859]
NATO [3] [OA/ID 19859]
Navy, Department of the [1] [OA/ID 19859]
Navy, Department of the [2] [OA/ID 19859]
Navy, Department of the [3] [OA/ID 19859]
Navy, Department of the: U.S.S. San Jacinto [OA/ID 19859]
NBBIS [OA/ID 19859]
NEACP (National Emergency Airborne Command Post) [OA/ID 19859]
North – South [Summit] [OA/ID 19859]
NPT [Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons] [OA/ID 19859]
NSC – NSPG Meetings [List of meetings] [OA/ID 19859]
Nuclear Freeze [OA/ID 19861]
Nuclear Weapons [1] [OA/ID 19861]
Nuclear Weapons [2] [OA/ID 19861]
Nuclear Weapons [3] [OA/ID 19861]
Olympics [OA/ID 19861]
Organization of American States (OAS) [OA/ID 19861]
Peace Corps [OA/ID 19861]
[Classified Title] [OA/ID 19861]
PFOC Travel [OA/ID 19861]
PFIAB (President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board) [1] [OA/ID 19861]
PFIAB (President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board) [2] [OA/ID 19861]
Photos – Miscellaneous [1] [OA/ID 19861]
Photos – Miscellaneous [2] [OA/ID 19861]
Photos – 1988 [OA/ID 19861]
Photos – 1987 [1] [OA/ID 19861]
Photos – 1987 [2] [OA/ID 19861]
PICHTR [1] [OA/ID 19861]
PICHTR [2] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [1] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [2] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [3] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [4] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [5] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [6] [OA/ID 19861]
POWs/MIAs [7] [OA/ID 19861]

Presidential Yacht "Sequoia" [OA/ID 19862]
President Reagan's September 1, 1982 Middle East Initiative [OA/ID 19862]

Press [OA/ID 19862]
Qs and As [OA/ID 19862]
Radio Marti [OA/ID 19862]
Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) [OA/ID 19862]
Red Cross [OA/ID 19862]
Refugees – Immigration [OA/ID 19862]
Resumes [OA/ID 19862]
Lt. Harry Richardson, Thad Garrett [OA/ID 19862]
Rifaat, Maged [OA/ID 19862]
SALT [1] [OA/ID 19862]
SALT [2] [OA/ID 19862]

SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) [1] [OA/ID 19862]
SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) [2] [OA/ID 19862]
SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) [3] [OA/ID 19862]

SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative): Strategic Defense Initiative [OA/ID 19862]

Security [OA/ID 19862]
Selective Service Registration [OA/ID 19862]
Socialist International [OA/ID 19862]
South Florida Task Force/Narcotics [OA/ID 19862]
Space – Heavy Lift [OA/ID 19862]

Speeches [1] [OA/ID 19862]
Speeches [2] [OA/ID 19862]
Speeches [3] [OA/ID 19862]
Speeches [4] [OA/ID 19862]

START [1] [OA/ID 19863]
START [2] [OA/ID 19863]

Hill/Gregg Meetings – State Department [OA/ID 19863]
State, Department of [1] [OA/ID 19863]
State, Department of [2] [OA/ID 19863]

Strategic Force Modernization [OA/ID 19863]
Meeting with VP Bush and Craig Fuller – February 26, 1987 (11 a.m.) [OA/ID 19863]

Syn Fuels [OA/ID 19863]
Terrorism [1] [OA/ID 19863]
Terrorism [2] [OA/ID 19863]
Technology Transfer [OA/ID 19863]
Terrorism, Abourezek/Jabara (Terrorism) [1] [OA/ID 19863]
Terrorism, Abourezek/Jabara (Terrorism) [2] [OA/ID 19863]
Terrorism, Holloway Review [OA/ID 19863]

VP Meeting with Senior Review Group of TTF [OA/ID 19863]